Introduction: Modernism and the

Origins of Caribbean Literature
Even if every date that permits us to separate any two periods is arbitrary, none is more suitable, in order to mark the beginning of the modem era, than the year 1492, the year Columbus crosses the Atlantic Ocean.
-Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest of America My mother said I'd be alone and when I cried (she said) I'd be Columbus of my ships and sail the gardens round the tears that fell into my hand.
-Edward Kamau Brathwaite, "Limbo"
Caribbean literature and culture are haunted by the presence of the "discoverer" and the historical moment he inaugurates. For if Co lumbus's "discovery" of the Americas and his initial encounter with the peoples of the New World have paradigmatic value in the Euro pean episteme because they usher in a brave new world, a world of modernity and modernist forms, as Tzvetan Todorov assumes in my first epigraph, these events also trigger a contrary effect on the people who are "discovered" and conquered. And while Eurocentric scholars have been eager to claim the conquest of the Americas as a radical and exemplary event that opens up the Old World's reconceptualization of its cultural traditions and temporality, and the constitution of the colonial other, Caribbean writers and scholars exhibit extreme anxiety and ambivalence toward the beginnings of modernity and modem-1 ism.1 This book is about this historical anxiety and ambivalence and the cultural and narrative forms Caribbean writers have developed both to represent and to resist the European narrative of history inaug urated by Columbus and the modem moment.
European admirers of modernity-most notably Todorov-may perceive Columbus as the quintessential figure of a modernity that breaks through the limits of tradition, leading us into what Bartolome de Las Casas called "that time so new and like no other"; but for many Caribbean writers, the "discovery" was tantamount to what George Lamming would call "an unwelcome invasion of the American spine," a disastrous prelude to slavery and colonialism.2 Indeed, given the consequences of the European "modernization" of the New World, it appears almost impossible for Caribbean writers to accept Todorov's claim that "we are all the direct descendants of Columbus," and that it is with him that "our genealogy begins."3 For the victims of slavery, colonialism, and indentured labor, it would be even more difficult to be comfortable in Jurgen Habermas's Hegelian conceptualization of the year 1 5 00 as an "epochal threshold."4 On the contrary, Caribbean writers, like their counterparts in the colonial and postcolonial worlds of Africa and Asia, are skeptical about any liberational claims for modernism and modernity because, as Simon During has noted in his excellent discussion of the relationship between modernity, coloniza tion, and writing, the concept of the modern often derives its force from its Eurocentrism and its capacity to propel European expan sion-"the West is modern, the modern is the West. By this logic, other societies can enter history, grasp the future, only at the price of their destruction."5
Since entry into the European terrain of the modern has often de manded that the colonized peoples be denied their subjectivity, lan guage, and history, it would be tempting to argue that Caribbean writers have sought new modes of expression and representation by rejecting modernity and by seeking or revalorizing ancestral sources from Africa and India. Indeed, some Caribbean writers and critics Introduction have explicitly rejected modernism, especially the "high" bourgeois variety that developed in Europe after the First World War, as a dan gerous fallacy that represses the historicity of art and its function as a form of social critique.· For example, Michael Thelwell, the eminent Jamaican novelist and critic, has argued that modernism has had a corrupting influence on twentieth-century Caribbean fiction; it func tions as "the excuse and justification for a general retreat from [a] wide-ranging engagement with social and moral questions."6
And yet there is a sense in which Caribbean writers cannot escape from modernism and its problematic issues, especially the questions of language, history, and the colonial subject which it raises. Genera tions of Caribbean writers and intellectuals have had to bear the bur den of modern European history and its ideologies as that history was initiated by the "discovery" and then transformed, shaped, and even distorted by subsequent events and institutions such as the plantation system and the colonial condition. In this context, it was perhaps inevitable that the mother of the poetic speaker in Brathwaite's poem (which I use as my second epigraph) would sooner or later invoke the name of Columbus in her attempts to show her son ways of navigating a Caribbean world that Europe had tried to refashion in its own image . For whatever ideological positions Caribbean writers such as Brath waite, Lamming, and others have taken on the meaning of the "dis covery," they are all forced to redefine themselves in relation to this moment. They realize that the time inaugurated by the European colonization of the Americas sets up a modern tradition of representa tion which still haunts the Caribbean.
Thus the history initiated by the conquest and invention of America has become what George Lamming once called "a sad and hopeful epic"; it destroys aboriginal cultural forms, but it also enables the Caribbean discourse of resistance and cultural transformation in which old African cultures become "modernized" by African slaves as they struggle to survive in a hostile terrain invaded by "human heroes and victims of an imagination shot through with gold."7 My basic premise, then, is that Caribbean writers cannot adopt the history and culture of European modernism, especially as defined by the colonizing struc tures, but neither can they escape from it because it has overdeter mined Caribbean cultures in many ways . Moreover, for peoples of 
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African and Asian descent, the central categories of European mod ernity-history, national language, subjectivity-have value only when they are fertilized by figures of the "other" imagination which colonialism has sought to repress. In this sense, Caribbean modernism is highly revisionary. As Wilson Harris, possibly the most self-con scious Caribbean modernist, has argued, modern "implies an ongoing and unceasing re-visionary and innovative strategy that has its roots in the deepest layers of that past that still address us." B This book is primarily concerned with this revisionary strategy in West Indian literature, a strategy necessitated by Caribbean writers' attempts to rescue their cultures from what Michel de Certeau, writing on the conquest of the New World, has called the discourse of Euro pean power which uses the New World "as if it were a blank, 'savage' page on which Western desire will be written."9 Because the Africa diaspora was constituted, as Paul Gilroy says, in "a milieu of dis possession," modernity and modernism in the Caribbean pose a set of questions different from that raised in an Anglo-American context.IO Does the Caribbean writer, driven by what Edouard Glissant calls "the daring adventure of modernity, " reject tradition and literary continu ity in order to "give meaning to the reality of [the] environment"?11 If this is the case, what is the status of borrowed European (and hence colonial) literary conventions and of African traditions brought to the Caribbean by slaves and sustained by the peasantry? If Caribbean literature is both haunted and sustained by modernism and moder nity, as I argue in this introduction, what exactly are the ideology and form of Caribbean modernism and how do they appropriate or reject the hegemonic European idea of the modem as an affect of Western reason and history?
The Irruption into Modernity
In order to contextualize Caribbean modernism and its cultural politics, we need to conceive it as opposed to, though not necessarily Introduction independent of, European notions of modernism. For there is a sense in which much hostility toward modernist Caribbean texts arises from the tendency to limit definitions of modernism to the twentieth cen tury and to the high modernist aesthetic articulated by Anglo-Ameri can writers such as Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, and James Joyce . It is this rather limited conceptualization of modernism which has compelled Thelwell to argue, wrongly in my view, that modernist forms lead to the writer's abandonment of "history and cultural reality." 1 2 Thelwell's definition of modernism is further limited by his negation of the historical conditions that make Caribbean and Afro-American litera ture possible: in arguing that modernism is diffused "into the cultures of the African world, Black America, and the Caribbean ... as a result of myth and institutions," he refuses to countenance the historical necessity of what one may call a Third World modernism distinct from the prototypical European form which, in Houston Baker's words, "is exclusively Western, preeminently bourgeois, and optically white. " 1 3
The long history of colonialism in the Caribbean, and the con struction of its cultural landscape under European hegemony, have generated what Glissant aptly calls the region's irruption into moder nity as a violent departure from the colonial tradition. Two themes, then, will help us conceptualize this irruption and the narrative and discursive techniques it generates: first, I argue that Caribbean mod ernism has evolved out of an anxiety toward the colonizing structure in general and its history, language and ideology in particular; second, I examine how this modernism, which is closely related to the process of creolization, develops as a narrative strategy and counter-discourse away from outmoded and conventional modes of representation asso ciated with colonial domination and colonizing cultural structures.
Nowhere is the essential modernity of Caribbean literature as appar ent as in the writers' anxiety toward their history; as John Hearne noted in his introduction to the 1976 Caribbean Arts Festival (Car ifesta) anthology, "History is the angel with whom all we Caribbean Jacobs have to wrestle, sooner or later, if we hope for a blessing. " 1 4 While European modernists would posit history as a nightmare from which the aesthetic imperative was going to rescue the artist, Carib bean literature has often been haunted by the projection of the Carib- 
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bean colonial subject as either an ahistorical figure of European desire or simply a victim of the history of conquest and enslavement. Carib bean writers simultaneously represent colonial history as a nightmare and affirm the power of historicity in the slave community. This dou ble gesture is not difficult to explain. The African slaves in the New World were denied their history as a precondition for enslavement; to claim subjectivity, they had to struggle for their essential historicity. In the plantation economy, as the Jamaican sociologist Orlando Pa tterson has observed, slaves were represented as socially dead, without cul tural authority, excommunicated from their history, and isolated from their genealogy. The slave, says Patterson, was formally "isolated from his social relations with those who lived" and was "culturally isolated from the social heritage of his ancestors":
He had a past, to be sure. But a past is not a heritage. Everything has a history, including sticks and stones. Slaves differed from other human beings in that they were not allowed freely to integrate the experience of their ancestors into their lives, to inform their understanding of social reality with the inherited meanings of their natural forebears, or to anchor the living present in any conscious community of memory. That they reached back for the past, as they reached out for the related living, there can be no doubt. Unlike other persons, doing so meant struggling with and penetrating the iron curtain of the master, his community, his laws, his policemen or patrollers, and his heritage.15
In spite of the repression of their history during the "middle pas sage," slaves sustained their culture by memories of the past, of se vered kinship with Africa, and by the desire for an epistemology that preceded slavery. However, the point that needs to be foregrounded in Patterson's theory of slavery as social death, and indeed of Carib bean culture as a whole, is the extent to which slaves were denied a consciousness of their historicity. Slaves were not free to claim a histor ical consciousness independent of the slave master, nor were they allowed to anchor their lives around value systems imported from Africa; as a result, historicity (as distinct from history) was something to be struggled for against the machinery of the plantation and the colonial state. Since colonial modernity denied the Caribbean an "other" history-a version of events distinct from the conventional European narrative in which the islands exist solely as a project of the Introduction conqueror's expansionism-West Indian writing would come to func tion as a forced entry (into history) through the iron curtain of colonial culture. This forced entry, however, would not be merely an attempt to reclaim a repressed past through the imaginary act; it would also function as an attempt to invent an emancipatory Caribbean narrative of history. As Roberto Marquez has observed, the reconstitution of the Caribbean past, which also demands a critical examination of the past, establishes "the prehistory of the present-active, unreconciled, un propitiated, contradictory, continuing or permanent presence-and the proper ground for establishing the entelechy, cultural and na tional, of a Caribbean ethos."16 A Caribbean narrative of history is further necessitated by the colo nized writers' need to contest the meaning and method of colonial historiography, especially its totalizing gestures. Glissant has ob served that in the historiography of colonial modernism-in which history is a "highly functional fantasy of the West" -the process of historicization involves both a strategic dislocation of the colonized and the ideological imposition of "a single History, and therefore of power."17 Furthermore, colonial history, whose sy stem of signs is an integral part of the narrative of domination and control, attempts, in the words of J. Michael Dash, to "fix reality in terms of a rigid, hier archical discourse":
In order to keep the unintelligible realm of historical diversity at bay, History as system attempts to systematize the world through ethnocul tural hierarchy and chronological progression. Consequently, a predict able narrative is established, with a beginning, middle, and end. History then becomes, because of this almost theological trinitarian structure, providential fable or salvational myth .... History ultimately emerges as a fantasy peculiar to the We stern imagination in its pursuit of a discourse that legitimizes its power and condemns other cultures to the periph ery. blind to the fragmentation and diversity that will return to haunt it. Indeed, the very historical moments in which European history ap pears triumphant because it has achieved, through the conquest of the other, the Hegelian dream of modernity as the manifestation of the Absolute Spirit, contain within them the strains that rupture the total ity of the colonizing structure. These strains attract Caribbean writers and intellectuals because they seem to provide an opportunity for subverting colonial discourse at its foundations. Thus Lamming is attracted to Caribbean history in the late sixteenth and early seven teenth centuries because "it's a period which contains all the stresses that go with an emerging nationalism."19 However, in considering this period in which the European powers seemed to have consolidated their control over the islands, the Caribbean novelist-writing in the period of decolonization-is not seduced by the imperial ideas that dominated the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but by their corol lary-nationalism and national identity. Similarly, while the history of Martinique has been written in the colonial text as the continuity of French history-the temporary abolition of slavery (1794), emancipa tion (1848), and departmentalization (1946) are all presented as conse quences of central events in French history-Glissant seeks to expose the "real discontinuity beneath the apparent continuity of our his tory."20 In both cases, the central paradigms of colonial historicity systematization, chronology, and closure-are heavily contested. Some Caribbean writers have, of course, suggested that to escape the prisonhouse of colonial history, the writer must expunge history from the imaginary text altogether. The most important proponent of this view, which is akin to the high modernist desire to transcend history as a precondition for liberating the self from its alienating structures, is Derek Walcott, the St. Lucia poet. In "The Muse of History," Walcott argues that the great poets of the New World reject history because it is "fiction, subject to a fitful muse, memory"; history chains writers to the past and thus forecloses the language of libera tion; a literature that "serves'' historical truth "yellows into polemic or evaporates in pathos."21 For Walcott, "the truly tough aesthetic of the New World neither explains nor forgives history. It refuses to recog nize it as a creative or culpable force. This shame and awe of history possess poets of the Third World who think of language as enslave-Introduction ment and who, in a rage for identity, respect only incoherence or nostalgia . "22 Does Walcott, then, see the poetic act as truly liberating only if it secures the writing self a niche in what Linda Hutcheon calls, in another context, "the hermetic ahistoric formalism and aestheticism" of high modernism?23 Or is Glissant closer to the truth when he suggests that what Walcott rejects is not the validity of historicity but the valorization of inherited categories of history and an "affirmation of the urgency of a revaluation of the conventions of analytical thought?"24 Clearly, some of Walcott's best poetry (the "Schooner's Flight," for example) is generated by the tension between language and the "burden of history" which the poet consigns to others in his poetic theory. In the circumstances, the poet seems to become en meshed in history the more he tries to escape from it.
Glissant' s suggestion that what is at issue in Walcott's devalorization of history is the desire to deconstruct the analytic conventions of that history is pertinent to the Caribbean's quest for its own modes of representation because, as we will see in several chapters in this book, the march of European modernist history in the New World is often posited as the triumph of reason and the systematization of time and space. In the circumstances, Walcott's refusal to recognize history as a creative force is really a negation of a European model of history anchored on notions of progress and temporal closure. In contrast, a decolonized discourse seeks forms of representing a history of dis placement and reversal and valorizes strategies of inscribing and evok ing what Maximilien Laroche, the Haitian writer, has called "the other ness of identity" found in the "theater of our contradictions."25 My other intention in this study is to argue that Caribbean modernism has developed to articulate the identities constituted by such historical contradictions.
In arguing for a Caribbean modernism that contests colonial history, 
I am well aware that this modernity and its forms may still be im prisoned in the very European paradigms it seeks to negate. The risk of formulating a theory of Caribbean modernism which is haunted by the shadows of the colonizing structures is, of course, enormous: we cannot tell when a counter-discourse finally breaks away from the discourse it critiques, nor does my placement of Caribbean narratives in the gap between a colonial and a decolonized narrative, between Europe and Africa, provide much certainty or ideological consolation. But this risk is worth taking for two reasons: First, any tum to Africa or India for an ideological rescue plan does not seem to mitigate the anxieties of European history discussed above. At best, as Edward Brathwaite's trilogy, The Arrivants, has shown so well, Africa is only a prelude to the adventure of Caribbean modernity. The Caribbean writer returns to Africa not in search of a cure for alienation and displacement, nor to overcome the psychological gap denoted by the Iniddle passage, but to evolve a genealogy of his or her origins; this genealogy leads to the development of a radical consciousness of history, but it also actualizes the trauma of imperialism which has overrun the ancestors.
My contention, then, is that Caribbean writing is not so much motivated by the desire to recover an "original" model-the unhis toried African body that predates slavery and colonialism-as by the need to inscribe Caribbean selves and voices within an economy of representation whose institutional and symbolic structures have been established since the "discovery." If we accept Glissant's basic argu ment that the essential modernity of New World writers is the desire to write a new history of the region, Africa does not proffer an ideal history to counter the disorder of colonialism, except at the expense of mystification. The slave trade, says Glissant, is the journey "that has fixed in us the unceasing tug of Africa against which we must paradox ically struggle today in order to take root in our rightful land. The motherland is also for us the inaccessible land."2 6
Glissant's double gesture-he affirms the necessity of Africa in the Caribbean consciousness even as he asserts its remoteness-points to the second reason why I risk adopting modernism as a conceptual category: even when it is haunted by its imposed metropolitan identity and its desired ancestral image, the Caribbean imagination is sus tained by the tug of both Europe and Africa. This tug, which can be as 26. Glissant, pp. 16o-61.
enriching and ennobling as it can be depreciative and enslaving, has often functioned as the enabling condition of Caribbean social thought and cultural production at crucial historical junctures. For example, in nineteenth-century Haiti, as Patrick Bellegarde-Smith notes in an ex cellent examination of Haitian social thought, the newly independent ruling class could not countenance the value of the African-derived language and culture of the peasantry; indeed, this class could not countenance the possibility of a Haitian national culture independent of France. The men who had fought and defeated French enslavement held a firm belief that the Americas constituted a new social practice that, nevertheless, perpetuated the old European spirit. Bellegarde Smith notes that in both Haiti and the Hispanic islands that became independent at the end of the nineteenth century, the predominant social theory was that the Americas would improve upon Europe, with which they shared a "common culture"; at the time of independ ence, "there was seemingly no alternative to modernization seen as westernization ."27
It was in reaction to this assumed continuity between Europe and the Caribbean that a later generation of Caribbean writers such as Jean Price Mars and Aime Cesaire sought to revalorize Africa in the Carib bean imagination. As Cesaire told Charles Rowell, "If Senghor and I spoke of Negritude, it was because we were in a century of exacer bated Eurocentrism, a fantastic ethnocentrism, that enjoy ed a guiltless conscience."28 In any case, irrespective of where they sought their identity, Caribbean writers could not escape the anxieties generated by their historical conditions-they were colonial subjects and they had to write for or against colonial modernism. Whether they were Euro centric or Afrocentric, these writers lived in a colonial condition that was, by its very definition, an extreme state of anxiety.
But before I trace these anxieties, especially as they are manifested in language and subjectivity, I want to emphasize my basic contention 27. Bellegarde-Smith, p. 181. The strategic position of modernism and literary production in the New World has been discussed by Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria in numerous essays. His observation that "Latin America as a concept and as a political reality was created at the outset of modernity, that is to say, at the histolj.cal juncture that also brought into being the question of cultural existence, both as a question and as a conceptual need" applies equally to the Caribbean basin. INTRODUCTION that the colonial anxiety does not necessarily disable the colonized writer; rather, it enables a narrative of liberation in the colonizer's language. The colonized writer who suffers a crisis of identity because he or she cannot feel at home in imposed colonial spaces is inevitably driven to subvert the given form and language. Also, as Houston A. Baker has observed in his seminal study of Afro-American modern ism, this kind of anxiety can indeed open up radical discursive possi bilities:
Modernist "anxiety" in Afro-American culture does not stem from a fear of replicating outmoded forms or of giving way to bourgeoisie formal isms. Instead, the anxiety of modernist influence is produced, in the first instance, by the black spokesperson's necessary task of employing aud ible extant forms in ways that move clearly up, masterfully and re soundingly away from slavery. 29
For Caribbean peoples, however, "re-sounding" away from slavery and colonization demanded a certain reconceptualization of the colo nial language and its ideological terrain. The result was a creole culture that according to Patrick Taylor "enabled peoples disrupted by the slave trade to recreate themselves, to distance themselves from those who tried to control their minds."30 Modern Caribbean writers are framed by this creole culture on one side and the colonial episteme on the other side.
Modernism: Creolization and Maroonage
In what space, wonders Glissant in a crucial moment in Caribbean Discourse, is a poetics of Antillean writing going to be articulated?
Since the European metropolitan space is too compromised (it carries all the baggage of enslavement and colonization) and the African terrain is inaccessible, Glissant, like many of his contemporaries, has sought to position his art and discourse in a "twilight" consciousness between the ancestral sources and the colonizing structures. Because it is not fixed in any epistemic position, or rather does not have to see the appropriation of one paradigmatic value (for example the Euro-Introduction pean language) as the negation of another value (such as African folklore or religion), the twilight consciousness offers limitless ideo logical possibilities; from a linguistic perspective, the twilight zone is not indebted to old social and cultural models, conventions, or idioms.
Most important, as Dash observes in relation to Glissant's poetics, the writer who operates in the space between cultural traditions draws inventive energies from "creative schizophrenia": speaking an an drogynous idiom, this writer does not have to choose between self and community, between a private discourse and a national language, or even between the subjective experience and historical traditions. 31 On the contrary, this kind of writer is able to move from one value to the other and to break the binary oppositions that sustain such values as mutually exclusive entities. As Wilson Harris notes, the twilight situa tion, which "half-remembers, half-forgets," enables "the language of consciousness" to "rediscover and reinform itself in the face of accre tions of accent and privileges, the burden of 'sacred' usage or one sidedness. "32
In the circumstances, the Caribbean writer cannot be the slave of a canonical tradition that burdens us with its "sacred" claims; on the 33. Wa lcott, "What the Twilight Said,'' p. 17.
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at the same time demanding a new idiom and form. The "moderniza tion" of African cultures in the Caribbean (what has come to be known as creolization) is the process by which exiled Africans set out to develop modernist way s of seeing, knowing, and representing their dislocated culture-aware, no doubt, of its aboriginal sources, but motivated by the need to account for new social and historical forms. The most dramatic metaphor for this process of cultural transforma tion is the limbo dance. Edward Brathwaite, who sees the limbo dance as a metacode for New World writing in general, speculates that the dance evolved on the slave ships in the middle passage as a therapy for the cramped conditions in the holds: it was a creative way of using limited dancing space.34 For Wilson Harris, the limbo dance is an appropriate metaphor for the middle passage, which serves as a gate way between Africa and the Caribbean and as a form of cultural dislocation, a figure of the doubleness that infuses Caribbean writing. Thus, although the middle passage represents the temporal moment when the slaves are dislocated from Africa, it is also a challenge to them to reassemble their cultural fragments, fuse their multiple ethnic identities, and appropriate imprisoned social spaces; the "dislocation of interior space serves as a corrective to a uniform cloak or documen tary stasis of imperialism."35 Indeed, in most Caribbean writing, dis location and its imaginary correctives go hand in hand; however, they are both functions of the stasis of imperialism which they seek to subvert.
Being in "limbo" does have its anxieties, but what makes this cul tural space attractive to Caribbean writers is its generation of ironic forms that undermine the authority of imperialist discourse and its dominant figures. Readers of Edward Brathwaite's poem "Limbo" can fail to recognize its ironic undercurrent only at their own peril. For one thing, the authority of the mother who throws her son ashore and asks him to navigate his ship in tears like Columbus in reverse is called into question by her state of mind-she is described as the "cracked mother," mad in the sense that she is unaware of the absurdity of the Columbian model she holds up for her son.36 After all, if Columbus was such a good navigator, why did he end up in the wrong place?
Introduction Surely the European model is one that needs to be questioned and made ironic at every juncture.
The ironic nature of the poem becomes even more apparent when we recognize the contradictory terms Brathwaite uses to re-present the inaugural moments of Caribbean modernity. On the sea of his tears the boy sees three nuns who later tum out to be emblems of Co lumbus's ships-"Santa Marias with black silk sails'' (p. 180)-and slowly he realizes that to replay the journey of the discovery, that is, to adopt European forms to represent Caribbean conditions, he must at the same time negate his selfhood and become an agent of domination and repression. And yet, what choice does the subject have? His predicament is made worse by the rea�zation that an ideal history of the Caribbean is ultimately inaccessible except as fantasy: "We wanted land as it should be," says the poetic speaker, "hard and firm; the trees deep-rooted I the orchards well spaced I churches quiet and heavy as stone" (p. 183). The reality, however, is a reversal of such expectations, for the islands have lost their balance, "suddenly fallen and drowned" (p. 184).
Thus a modernist anxiety generates irony in this poem: the poetic speaker, now reduced to a function of the colonizing structure, does not even know how to navigate his own world: "how will new maps be drafted? I Who will suggest a new tentative frontier? I How will the sky dawn now?" (p. 184). Such questions about maps and boundaries are symptoms of the "inner dichotomy" (what Marshall Berman, in a general history of modernism, calls the "inner sense of living in two worlds simultaneously") through which the categories of colonial modernism and modernity emerge. 37 The most obvious manifestation of this dichotomy is the fact that the poetic speaker seeks to map a Caribbean landscape but he speaks a European language already loaded with Eurocentric figures.
Another source of anxiety for Caribbean writers is the uneasy con vergence of modernism and colonialism, especially in those cases where colonized writers have aligned themselves with the European literary avant-garde. For it was not uncommon, especially in the colo nial period, for colonized writers to use forms and figures borrowed And this is because the new state has destroyed the economic sub stratum on which the prior state had depended; it has restructured the plantation relationship, and it has severed much of its continuity with the past. The revolution meant a beginning and a new basis, as well as an end to the old bases. It was a beginning in which all elements, relations and norms in the realm of culture, aesthetics and linguistics would be recreated and resynthesized in function of the state's emer gent political economy. 42
On the other hand, creolization-in its theoretical and more con temporary strand-is appropriated as a figure of modernism because it opposes the synchronic vision of colonial historiography with the diachronic narrative of a cross-cultural imagination. 43 The colonial vision is presented as essentially synchronic because it insists on the fixation of the identity of the dominated; the narrative of creolization, on the other hand, insists on the transmutation and transformation of the colonial subject-and its culture-toward a realm of freedom. According to Edward Brathwaite, who has written more on creoliza tion than any other Caribbean historian, the matrix of creolism signal izes both the adaptation of ancestral forms to the Caribbean environ ment and the quest for alternatives to European cultural traditions. Creolism thus suggests "subtle and multiform orientations from or towards ancestral origins": "In this way, Caribbean culture can be seen in terms of a dialectic of development taking place within a seamless guise or continuum of space and time; a model which allows for blood flow, fluctuations, the half-look, the look both/several ways; which allows for and contains the ambiguous, and rounds the sharp edges off the dichotomy."44 Brathwaite's recognition that creolization must allow for fluctua- tions has important consequences for my discussion. His eclectic de scription of creolism allows him to counter the orthodoxy of state doctrines of creolization which sometimes create the illusion that the relationship of all the parts that make the whole is egalitarian. He also recognizes that the kind of syncretism which some Caribbean writers seem to find in creolization portends a will to cultural synthesis which sometimes obscures the racial, ethnic, and caste tensions that often militate against the formation of a unified national or Pan-Caribbean culture. For Brathwaite, then, the central problem of Caribbean cul ture is not how to account for its totality but rather how to express "the extraordinary complexity of what we call creolization," how "to study the fragments/whole."45 In other words, modem Caribbean writing will not be predicated on a theory of a unified organic self, or the non problematic relationship among this self, its world, and language. For if we were to succumb to a sensual and essential theory of language and writing in which literature valorizes the "possibility of the integra tion of feeling/knowledge, rather than the split between the abstract and the emotional," as Barbara Christian has recently argued, then we would be sustaining one of the greatest illusions of colonialist dis course, its repression of differences, its futile struggle to represent the colonized as a junior and inferior partner in a Pax Britannica or other colonial mythology. 4 6 It is important to note that although it sustains a social and economic structure that draws from even the dubious wells of biological divisions, the colonial enterprise has cultivated a colonial ist discourse (defined most aptly by Peter Hulme as "an ensemble of linguistically-based practices unified by their common deployment in their management of colonial relationships"47) as a key instrument of its cultural hegemony. An integrated discourse of self is surely the ultimate or possibly utopian desire of Caribbean writing, but it can only be reached after the negotiation of a historically engendered split between the self and its world, between this self and the language it uses. The despair of Caribbean modernist literature-and also the condition that makes it culture which it strives to disperse. My argument here is that Carib bean writers, in response to their historical marginalization, have evolved a discourse of alterity which is predicated on a deliberate act of self-displacement from the hegemonic culture and its central tenets.
The Maroon is the most visible symbol of this gesture of cultural dedoublement.
According to Richard Price, runaway African slaves managed to maintain their autonomy from the dominant culture by both mas tering European modes of resistance and improvising American ones; in Maroon societies, ideological commitment to "things African" was formulated through "nascent but already powerful plantation-forged Afro-American cultures."52 Many Caribbean writers have hence adopted maroonage as a metaphor for cultural production in foreign lands and, specifically, for writing in a colonial situation. Cultural maroonage, argues Depestre, is a subversive strategy adopted by slaves "to restructure their disembodied components of their historical identity in the unfamiliar world," to find "the new truth of their lives," or to "rework their shredded African traditions."53 Like the slaves fleeing into the hills to establish autonomy, the modern Caribbean writer seeks to rework European forms and genres to rename the experience of the "other" American.
But Depestre's claim, in another context, that maroonage is a form of "escape from western culture," needs to be qualified in one important respect: this escape has never been complete. 54 Indeed, as Richard Price observes of the original Maroons, the survival of autonomous African communities in the New World always depended on a para doxical relationship with the plantation structure; while Maroons were, "from one perspective, the antithesis of all that slavery stood for, they were at the same time everywhere an embarrassing visible part of these systems. "55 Maroonage as Houston Baker has argued, evinces a discourse that adopts skills and knowledge borrowed from the "master culture" to represent "a community of national interests set in direct opposition to the general economic, political, and theolog ical tenets of a racist land."56
Nowhere is maroonage as a gesture of discursive Caribbean mod ernism as evident as in Cesaire's Cahier, a text in which linguistic resistance is underwritten by a parasitic relationship to the language community the poet opposes. Simply put, the Cahier, one of the most radical gestures in Caribbean literature, is also indebted to, possibly haunted by, the European modernist models it adopts to strike at the foundations of Eurocentrism. As A. James Arnold has noted in his comprehensive study of negritude and modernism, to attack the world view that engendered slavery and colonialism, Cesaire was "constrained by his education to forge weapons out of the adversary's own arsenal."57 Arnold proceeds to formulate Cesaire's agonized rela tionship to the European tradition in terms that explain the modernist bent in Caribbean writing: "A s a black Martinican, O�saire stood inside and outside the culture of France and of Europe. His struggle was to prove especially painful and its outcome especially problematic be cause in attacking modem Europe he was at the same time attacking a part of himself."58 As Caliban, Cesaire would use the ecumenical language of high modernism to amplify his call for "decolonization within the bounds of the dominant cultures," but he was painfully imprisoned in the French language.59 Now, to the extent that it seeks to disperse the already written discourse of colonialism, the maroonage gesture Caribbean writers associate with Caliban is commensurate with that act of dispersal which, according to Michel Foucault, realizes a new discursive forma tion by opening different possibilities of "reanimating already existing themes, of rousing opposed strategies, of giving way to irreconcilable interests, of making it possible, with a particular set of concepts, to onslaught. Reflecting on his linguistic strategies in the Cahier, Cesaire notes that the power of his poem, especially its ability to break through the silence imposed on the Caribbean peoples by the colonizer through the colonial language, is largely due to his use of poetic maneuvers to deconstruct the "already written" aspects of colonial discourse, and to his use of surrealistic techniques as weapons "to explode the French language" and ignite a process of disalienation. 6 1 Patrick Taylor's conclusion that Cesaire's poem is bound and possi bly disabled by "its own starting point'' -the poet's assimilationist tendencies and his implicit acceptance of "the white myth" -is quite valid, but this hindrance should not draw attention away from the linguistic radicalism embedded in the structure of the Cahier.62 What ever its limitations, what makes Cesaire's poem so remarkable in the discourse of decolonization is its initial conceptualization as a frag ment that, nevertheless, exists as the preliminary toward a whole: the poet falls back on the "discourse of deracination" borrowed from European modernism to explode the colonizer's claim of an integrated Caribbean culture (i.e., one integrated to the empire). The instruments of displacement are valorized; psychological and cultural dysfunction is foregrounded as an object that blocks consciousness and the self's access to its true nature; the dispersal of the dominant figures of colonial discourse, and the celebration of the negative, realize the poetic act. 63 We can better appreciate the power and value Cesaire bestows on displacement if we recall that the poet's point of entry into the Cahier (his entry into the French language as it were) is itself an absence, a twilight zone-"At the end of the wee hours." This absence, however, is the incentive to new meanings: in the "inert town" of the poet's Cesaire can only create meanings by writing about silence, absence, death, and denial, his discourse effectively exists in a space of double inscription: it traces the same lines along which the colonizer has structured the black subject, but this gesture is a form of subversion it has assumed opposite and reversed ideological value.
What is important for us to note, however, is that Cesaire's notion of displacement is not the Derridian sojourn in the wilderness of uncer tainty. While Derrida argues that displacement does not "overturn" the authority of the old truth, and does not, as a result, take place as an event ("It does not occupy a simple place. It does not take place in writing"65), Cesaire posits the dislocation of old meanings as the pre lude to the creation of new ones in writing. Linguistic displacement is imperative to the poetics of decolonization because, by tracing the historical and discursive origins of the subject's dislocation, the poet transcends his or her limitations through writing. What Joan Day an calls Cesaire's language of copia is evidence of his ability (or desire) to turn displacement into a performative event that will enable him to "find a voice amid the remnants of an idiom springing from historical realities and way s of cognizance alien to his own."66 In the twilight zone of colonialism, the displaced subject returns and embraces "its land without a stale, I these paths without memory, these winds without memory, these I winds without a tablet, " but instead of be coming overwhelmed by his alienation on the site of colonialism, he uses his absences to launch his "Full voice, ample voice" as "our wealth, our spear" (p. 49). And thus in New World modernism, the mastery of form goes hand in hand with its deformation; out of silence 
Reading Caribbean Modernism
But the greatest challenge facing any critic of Caribbean literature is one of epistemology and historical periodization. For if Caribbean modernism implies an unceasing process of revisionism, as Wilson Harris has constantly insisted, it also presents us with innumerable difficulties of definition and perspective.68 As a Caribbean modernist who wants to appropriate the revolutionary linguistic strain in the literary avant-garde while renouncing the imperialism that under writes the "discovery, " Harris adopts a geographic metaphor to help him situate his aesthetic. Modernity, he argues, is an escarpment dividing the moment of conquest and loss for "the ancient American civilizations'' from the temporal movements through which Europe renews and empowers itself: "This escarpment seen from another angle possesses the features of a watershed, main or subsidiary, de pending again on how one looks at it."69 The position of the writer on this escarpment is possibly the most urgent issue in the quest for a Caribbean hermeneutics.
Thus if George Lamming seems intent on transforming the original error of "discovery" into an American gnosis, it is because he realizes, as do many of his contemporaries, that what is at stake in the repre sentation of the islands is not the discovery of an original model or presence, but the projection of new desires and ideologies. The value of Columbus's adventure, notes Lamming, lies in its ironic results, which show that the original purpose of a journey "may sometimes have nothing to do with the results that attend upon it."70 In simple hermeneutical terms, modernity in the Caribbean has always man ifested itself in contradictory and often antagonistic tendencies, which need to be stressed because they explain many of the shifts in Carib-Introduction bean discourse in the twentieth century. Clearly, any periodization of Caribbean literature will always remain suspect and possibly undesir able; a "schematic history, " censures J. Michael Dash, may gain in "shapeliness but lose a sense of the diversity and contradictions of the events it attempts to explain."71 Dash proceeds to provide an alterna tive recuperation of Caribbean literary history-one transcending "the hierarchical, the fixed, the linear" -which I have adopted as my model in selecting texts and periods of study: "In tracing [the writer's] concern with the expressiveness and redeeming force of language, we may well see the Caribbean writer as a modem Quixote, relying on his imagination in order to confer meaning on an elusive and complex reality."72
Each of the chapters in this book focuses on what I consider to be significant points in the imaginary journey of Caribbean writers as they struggle to explicate or confer meanings on the complex realities of the region. In Chapter 1, for example, my emphasis is on themes of displacement and exile in C. L. R. James's Beyond a Boundary and George Lamming's The Pleasures of Exile. I am well aware of a certain uneasiness among many Caribbean writers and intellectuals as to any foregrounding of fragmentation and exile in Caribbean discourse, but my assumption here is that any meaningful account of Caribbean literature cannot ignore the angst that has generated some of the most powerful texts on the colonial situation. It is not by accident that such narratives (notable examples include Edgar Mittelholzer's A Morning at the Office and V. S. Naipaul's A House fo r Mr. Biswas) are concerned with the insecure position of the colonial subject in an emerging social order and his or her attempt to develop a meaningful relationship with the alienating historical context of colonialism and of the dominant European culture. As Selwy n Cudjoe has observed in his study of Naipaul's works, the colonial subject writes to externalize the past in order to examine it. "Once having externalized the past, he can bear the pain caused by such an examination."73 Thus even a narrative on the failure of the colonial subject to find a site of identity in the colonized landscape still affords us insight into the dialectic that de fines this subject-"his alienation, the immanent nature of his social This subversive strain might be explained by Lamming's historical proximity to high modernism, but it is more probably a result of his acute understanding of the problems of language in a colonial situa tion. In the colonial encounter, Lamming once told George Kent, Caliban received not just words, but language as symbolic interpreta tion, as instrument of exploring consciousness. Once he had accepted language as such, the future of his development, however independent it was, would always be in some way inextricably tied up with that pioneering aspect of Prospero. Caliban at some stage would have to find a way of breaking that contact, which got sealed by language, in order to structure some alternative reality for himself.79
My close reading of In the Castle of My Skin shows how the colonized subjects' striving to use language as an instrument of consciousness always seems to reach a dead end, forcing them to restructure and 79. Kent, p. 88. reinvent their language in order to have a handle on a colonial reality and history previously foreclosed from them. Moreover, narrative, and the act of narration, have immense powers to counter the colonial vision; against the stasis of imperialism, narrative introduces the dis ruptive power of temporality. My theoretical premise here is best articulated by Edward Said in Orientalism:
Narrative asserts the power of men to be born, develop, and die, the tendency of institutions and actualities to change, the likelihood that modernity and contemporaneity will finally overtake "classical" civiliza tions; above all, it asserts that the domination of reality by vision is no more than a will to power, a will to truth and interpretation, and not an objective condition of history. Narrative, in short, introduces an oppos ing point of view, perspective, consciousness to the unitary web of vision; it violates the serene Apollonian fictions asserted by vision.
80
The narrative deconstruction of the colonial vision which dominates Caribbean literature is often seen as a prelude to a unified national consciousness in each of the islands. A central concern in the Trinidad novels of Samuel Selvon, which I discuss in Chapter 3, is the need to imagine a national community in which the different cultures in the island can be harmonized into a modern nation, a community of language and shared consciousness. Selvon's ideological and narrative concerns revolve around the forms in which East Indians in Trinidad can overcome the mythologies surrounding their cultures, mytholo gies that have often come between them and the black population of the island. Narrative provides Selvon with an apparatus for imagining and realizing the dream of creolization through the evocation of a calypso aesthetic. Here the calypso functions as a metaphor of an emerging, or imagined, nationhood. As Albert Gomes once observed in regard to the period covered by Selvon in A Brighter Sun, "The calypso singer has begun to announce in his songs that our ethnic 'potpourrie' is a reality, and that its many pots have begun to pour one into the other. The welding of our polyglot community is taking place before our eyes in the 'tents' and the weddings of our culture are being celebrated right there." B t The desire for the polyglot community-and the problems that block its realization-function as a central paradigm in Selvon's novels. 
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completely new approach to the topic of the Caribbean mother-one of our great literary preoccupations-and of our relationship with that mother. It is also, I believe, personalizing the socio-political issues."9 1
And while I am aware that all generalizations are dangerous because they are often blind to the exception to the rule, Caribbean women writers seem more amenable to formal experimentation than their male counterparts. Michael Thelwell's The Harder They Come negotiates the same ideological terrain as Cliff's Abeng and Erna Brodber' s Ja ne and Louisa Will Soon Come Home, but the three texts are motivated by different assumptions about literary form. Thelwell advocates "real ism" and is contemptuous of modernist forms that emphasize frag mentation instead of coherence; he argues that the modernist novel "is quite useless for the projection of political and moral vision or state ment. Its tone is parodic and its impulses contemptuous-both of the reader and of observable reality."92 Cliff and Brodber, on the other hand, adopt fragmentation and parody as key elements of their narra tive strategies; by breaking up and parodying the master code, they seek reconnection with their historical reality. In both cases, however, what is important for my study is the extent to which a new generation of Caribbean women writers is revising the project of their male pre cursors who had, in turn, revised and dispersed the colonial canon. My hope is that both male and female revisionings of colonial dis course and the re-presentation of previously excluded Caribbean selves will also force us to revise our notions of modernism and its relationship to colonialism and to so-called postcolonialism. 
